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    �Ah, nous voici à la fin d�une autre année universitaire!  Quelles joie et fierté!�
These words express my deep appreciation for all that which you have accom-
plished in terms of your pursuit of academic excellence and which we have done
together to build further the Honors College�s reputation.  I congratulate the mem-
bers of the graduating class on attaining success, and others on maintaining or
raising their GPAs.  The University is proud of your achievements, and especially
your successes in the major fellowship competitions.  I invite more students to enter
such competitions in the future because they represent exceptional learning experi-
ences.
    After a challenging and meritorious year, you deserve a good summer.  Take a
rest, see other parts of the country or the world, make money, and enjoy the warmth
of the coming months.  Whatever you shall do or enjoy must increase your energy
for the next school year.  You cannot afford to lose the battle for your future blossom-
ing which, to a large extent, depends on learning and academic success.  By foster-
ing the ideals of excellence in education, social responsibility and purposeful life, the
Honors College has revealed itself as a unique institution within our larger university.
    I feel most fortunate to have had the opportunity to contribute to the College.  I
have enjoyed my years of deanship.  I have become acquainted with gifted and
talented students from the various backgrounds that have made the U.S. a more
vibrant society.  My dialogues with them have enlightened me more about the values
of Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism, and even Christianity and Islam, which I thought I
knew.  I have been made acutely aware of the challenges faced by African American,
Latino and foreign students.  In a significant manner, Honors College students have
been my mentors, and I will forever cherish their lessons.  I have equally learned
from my colleagues, the faculty members, with whom I introduced important curricu-
lar initiatives.  How lucky I was to work with an exceptional staff, the true epitome of
professionalism and devotion.  I am grateful to all who have contributed to make my
deanship memorable.
    Because I have enjoyed these years so much, it is wise to know that it is time to
leave and return to my first commitment, namely the amazing life of an ordinary
faculty member.  This is the best time to say good bye, to let someone else bring his
or her creative genius into this unit that has put UIC�s name in an increasing number
of households in this region and beyond.  I look forward to reading more excellent
news from and about the College.  You can be sure that upon my return from the
leave of absence I will serve in our academic mission.  Au revoir.

Lansiné Kaba
Dean
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    The following Honors College stu-
dents have been named as recipients of
$1,000 awards from the UIC Scholarship
Association.  Students will be recognized
at a dinner on Thursday, April 26.  Con-
gratulations to all the winners!
      Winners are: Christina Banc, Paras
Bhatt, Nazia Fatima, Rachel
Maddalone, Abdul Mahdi, Janene
Marshall, Claudia Medrano, Angela
Meen, Nicholas Mikus, Akinwunmi
Ojo-Carons, Anne Panek, Rena Patel,
Ivan Rasskozo, Sandy Rhee, Thephil
Russelliah, Michelle Sharpe,
Saraswathi Swamy, Maria Valareza,
Esmeralda Vazquez, Kristina
Veljkovic, Vidhya Viswanathan,
Magdalena Wadowska, Zhou Min
Wang, Sherrie Wright, and Christine
Zimmerman

    The Iota of Illinois Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa held its twenty-fifth annual
initiation and dinner on Monday, April 16.  Membership in Phi Beta Kappa is
awarded in recognition of outstanding scholarly achievement. Fewer that 3
percent of the seniors in the liberal arts at UIC are elected to the society each
year.  Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest and most respected undergraduate honors
organization in the United States.  The Society has pursued its mission of fos-

tering and recognizing excellence in the liberal arts and sciences since 1776.  The
following Honors College seniors were inducted into Phi Beta Kappa:
    Alin K. Abraham, Biological Sciences; Rasha Inas Ali, English; Shariff H. Attaya,
Psychology; Yelena Barsky, Biological Sciences; Noam Belkind, Biological Sci-
ences; Sandeep K. Bhatia, Biological Sciences; Shailender K. Bhatia, Biological
Sciences; Yvonne Byrne, Psychology; Albert K. Chan, Biological Sciences; Victor
Chen, Biochemistry; Saadi A. El-Abaza, Biological Sciences; Salil Ginde, Econom-
ics; Radhika Gorantla, Biological Sciences; Abraham M. Groner, Biological Sci-
ences; James Y. Ha, Biological Sciences; Alexander S. Ho, Biochemistry; Pooja M.
Jain, Biological Sciences; Sridevi Jampala, Psychology; Wen W. Jiang, Biochemis-
try; Shimoni A. Kadakia, Psychology; Vishal Kamani, Philosophy; Reema Kapur,
Criminal Justice and English; Bryan M. Kim, Biological Sciences; Sally C. Klasen,
Psychology; Ruben G. Koshy, Biological Sciences; Paul W. Kuo, Biological Sci-
ences; Neda Kusolvisitkul, Biochemistry; Clara Lin, Biochemistry; Renuka Malik,
Philosophy; Junaid N. Mansuri, Biological Sciences and Mathematics; Shruti S.
Mehta, English; Jeffrey M. Meier, Psychology; Parag G. Merai, Psychology; Laura
C. Mindrut, Biological Sciences; Jason W. Mitan, Mathematics; Lawton K. Moy,
Biochemistry; Trushar N. Naik, Economics; Mohammed Nasiruddin, Economics;
George Nijmeh, Biological Sciences; Monica Oberoi, Biological Sciences; Sangita
D. Patel, Biological Sciences; Shuchi Patel, Biological Sciences; Donald E. Pelto,
History; Brenda J. Peters, Psychology; Urrooj H. Rehman, Biological Sciences;
Brian P. Richey, Political Science; Louis Robles, Criminal Justice; Cherie Ryoo,
Biochemistry; Rudyard W. Sadleir, Earth and Environmental Science; Ninad H.
Shah, Biological Sciences; Tanvi M. Shah, Biochemistry; Benjamin W. Stull,
Biochemistry; Seth F. Tatel, Spanish; Jancy M. Varghese, Psychology; Vinit N.
Varu, Biological Sciences; Esmerelda Vazquez, Psychology; Polina M. Vinnik,
Biological Sciences; Vidhya Viswanathan , Biological Sciences; Alejandra A. Viti,
Psychology; and Lawrence M. Yuen, English.
    Congratulations to all the new inductees!

Rasha Ali Robert and Corinne Silver Award
Ingrid Carrascal International Student Service Award
Ryan Cekander Herbert J. Stein Memorial Award
Suzanne Chau Joan Stukel Award
Meta Dunn Rob Mier Memorial Award
Nelida Flores B. J. Merkle Memorial Award
Gaurav Gaiha Norman Nachtrieb Memorial Award
Natalija Jovanovic International Student Service Award
Vandana Khungar Donald and Leah Riddle Prize
Grace J. Lee President�s Award
Deepak Mitra Leonard Kotin Award for Physical Chemistry
Haley Naik Mays/Dineen/Nelson Award
Saba Nasser Jeri Parker Award
Vishal Patel Francis C. Moon Award
Kristin M. Rylko Bassett, Chiswick, Kosobud, and Stokes Award
JoAnne Rzadzki Violet Bergquist-Redding Award
Vivek R. Shah Donald and Patricia Langenberg Award
Terrion Williamson Grace Holt Memorial Award
Jessica Wilson Stanley O. Ikenberry Award

Scholarship
Association Winners

  The UIC Scholarship Association has selected the following Honors College
students as recipients of the Scholarship Association�s Endowed Awards.
   Congratulations to all!

    Congratulations to the following
Honors College students who were
inducted into the UIC Alumni Association
Activities Honorary Society:
    Samyukt Bajaj, Paras Bhatt, Natalija
Jovanovic, Chris Mullooly, and Cherie
Siu.

Activities Honorary
Society Inductees

Scholarship Association Announces
Endowed Award Winners

    Two Honors College students have
been awarded prestigious Fulbright
Fellowships.  These awards are given to
students to provide opportunities to
study and live in a foreign country to
teach or conduct independent research
for up to one year.  The fellowships are
funded by the United Sates Information
Agency and international donors.
    Haley Naik, a graduating senior and
biochemistry major, will pursue
immuogenetics research at Oxford
University beginning in the fall.
    German major Kyle Rymkus received
a Fulbright to study in Austria.  He plans
to work as a teaching assistant in the
English department of a high school in
Vienna and research and translate the
works of noted author Adalbert Stifter.

Honors Students Awarded
 Fulbright Fellowships

Honors Students Inducted into Phi Beta Kappa
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    On Monday, April 16, the UIC Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi held its annual induction
ceremony.  In addition to the new students initiated, the society welcomed new
faculty inductees Anne Cruz, Eric Gislason, and Lawrence Poston.  Additionally, 6
students received grants to support scholarly projects.  The students and their
projects are listed below:

Milen Amde
�Effect of Taurodeoxycholate on Subcellular Localization of  Phospholipase C�

Yasha Kadkhodayan
�MRI Measurements of Intracranial Volume Change: A Phantom Study�

Rena Patel
�The Role of NGO�s in Meeting People�s Needs in Gujarat, India�

Karen Riley
�Intensive Russian Language Training at Indiana University�

Vidhya Viswanathan
�Location & Mechanism of Chloride Transport in Yeast�

Duri Yun
�Childlife Art Program�

    A highlight of this year�s ceremony was the keynote address, given by Interim
Provost Charlotte �Toby� Tate.  Provost Tate gave an inspiring and moving speech, in
which she acknowledged the students� accomplishments and hard work, often under
challenging circumstances.  After her remarks, the grant winnerss, and the new
faculty and student inductees and their guests enjoyed a reception and refresh-
ments.
    The following Honors College students were selected as new members of Phi
Kappa Phi.  Congratulations to all.
    Jenny Grace Alderden, Sandeep Bhatia, Shailender K. Bhatia, Paras Satish
Bhatt, David Michael Boren, Derek Michael Brezette, Jodi Elizabeth Burns,
Jennifer Calderon, Catherine R. Cameron, Gina Caneva, Bobby Ka-Fai Chan,
Juliana K. Choi, Steven Lane Ciciora, Marisha L. Cook, Tara Elizabeth Davies,
Laura Ellen Dutzi, Joseph Esposito, Kwan Pik Jady Fung, Gaurav Das Gaiha,
Ananya Gangopadhyaya, Michelle Sara Gentile, Georgia Giannakopoulos,
Daniel Giles, Kimberly Glemkowski, Alyssa Griffin, Abraham M. Groner, Carrie
A. Hahn, Sarah Kelly Heidkamp, Alexander S. Ho, Yu-Hsien Mandy Huang,
Sumnble Humayoun, Harris Jatoi, Jane  Jih, Aditi Utpal Joshi, Eva Nicolette
Kapusi, Edina S. Kim, Kirsten Nicole Kinner, Suzanne Jeanette Kray, Ja-Lynn
Kuo, Ravi Lakhani, Julia Lang, Grace J. Lee, Abdul MB Mahdi, Jessica Rae
Newton, Akin Ojo-Carons, John Simon Olenczuk, Nachiket Patel, Anju M. Paul,
Josephine  Perez, Wendy S. Pippenger, Nectarios Christos Pittos, Laura Beatriz
Porro, Urrooj Rehman, Sara M. Reifer, David R. Reyff, Jasmine Tamika Ross,
Kristin Marie Rylko, Nicole M. Seaton, Lavinia Cristina Sereseanu, Parthiv
Shah, Vivek Rasesh Shah, Joseph K. Shin, Michael Daniel Sochor, Nina H.
Spiliopoulos, Michelle G. StaMaria, Hui-Wai Tan, Divya Tiwari, Irene O. Tsang,
Mimosa L. Unno, Brent Michael VerHeecke, Matthew Wang, and Michael
Courtney Windham.

Phi Kappa Phi Inducts New Members;
Awards Grants

Grant winner Rena Patel & new initiate Urrooj Rehman
relax at the reception.  For more photos, visit the PKP link
on the Honors College web page: http://www.hc.uic.edu

    I have always relished the thought of
helping adolescents with any academic
problems they have, and my dream
finally came true when I joined the
tutoring team of the Chicago Youth
Program.  This program takes place at
Truman College, and children of all age
groups from kindergarten through high
school get academic assistance from
college students from UIC and Loyola.
    My tutoring session takes place for an
hour every Wednesday evening, and I
love every minute of it.  The one aspect
of Chicago Youth Program that has
made it so memorable for me is the fact
that I have been able to develop a strong
bond with Victor, the nine-year-old boy I
have worked with all semester.
    At first, Victor struggled with the notion
of some stranger of a different cultural
and ethnic background trying to teach
him how to read and work out math
problems. He would cry, make a fuss
about having to work instead of playing
board games, and always try to make
paper airplanes to throw around the
room.  I soon realized that instead of
trying to be a teacher, I first had to
develop a friendship with him so he
would be able to trust me and actually
listen to my advice.  I would buy him
small pieces of candy and reward him
every time he got a math problem
correct, and crack jokes to put him at
ease, and try to make learning fun.  By
being his friend at the same time as his
tutor, I gave him confidence in his ability
to learn that he had not possessed when
I first started working with him.
    I remember the extreme frustration I
experienced at the beginning of our
tutoring sessions because Victor could
barely read the ABC�s.  Towards the end
of the semester, he was able to read
short stories and children�s books, and I
believe he developed a passion for his
newfound ability.
    The simple fact that Victor could now
read made learning for him a lot easier
and pleasurable because he knew that
he was accomplishing something.   I
learned that persistence and patience
were the key factors that made the
difference and definitely paid off in the
long run � for both of us!
    For more information about the
Chicago Youth Program, contact Minesh
Shah at mshah16@uic.edu

A  Memorable
Tutoring Experience

by Sachin Jain
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The Ampersand asks,
�What are YOU doing after graduation?�

    I will be attending DePaul University in their MBA program
starting in June.  Once I get my MBA, it�s law school after that.  I�m
interested in practicing some kind of international business law,
especially international corporate litigation.
Kartika Bajaj

    I will most likely attend graduate school and work as a medical
laboratory scientist at the University of Illinois Medical Center.
Paras Bhatt

    I have been accepted at the Loyola University Chicago Stritch
School of Medicine and at UIC College of Medicine.  At the present
time, I am unsure of which medical school I will attend in the fall.
Vanessa Brown

    I am getting married on June 2 and will begin a new job on June
18 as a Media Associate for Starcom Worldwide, which is a
division of Leo Burnett Worldwide.
Daniel Bruinsma

    I will be graduating with a BA in Pre-Law/Latin American Studies,
and will be attending law school in the fall at California Western
Law School in San Diego, CA.  I will stay in Chicago for the
summer and will be moving out to California Aug.1, 2001.  So
those are my plans!
Jennifer Calderon

    I am a junior major of Biological Sciences major.  Although I will
not be graduating to receive my BS, I am proud to have been
accepted into UIC�s College of Dentistry for Fall 2001.  Before
entering the next four years of competitive and intensive dental
education, I will be studying abroad in Toledo, Spain this summer
to relax and enjoy the art of a different environment and culture.
Best of luck to everyone!
Michell H. Chou

    I will begin the general practice residency program at UIC�s
College of Dentistry.
Lee Drahos

    In mid-May I will begin work on my Master�s Degree in Public
Administration specializing in City Management.  I will be attending
Northern Illinois University, which is the #3 program in the country,
according to US News & World Report.  I will continue working as
the City Manager�s Intern for the City of Elmhurst, and when I
graduate I will look for a job as a Deputy City Manager or Assistant
to the City Manager for a town in the Chicagoland area.
Eric Dubrowski

    This summer, I will begin a graduate assistantship at UIC�s office
of testing services.  In the fall, I�ll begin working on my M.A. in
Industrial/Organizational Psychology at Roosevelt University.
Jacquelyn Franklin

    I will spend several weeks in Madagascar this summer.  Some of
the time will hopefully be spent in a hammock, where I can make
the most of my philosophy degree.
Marc Gartler

    In the fall of 2001, I will begin my studies for a Ph.D. in political
science at the University of California - Irvine.  For the summer, I
plan to resume working as a phone psychic and continue my
internship with AT&T Wireless Services.
Erin Gurney

    I will be attending UIC�s masters program for occupational
therapy beginning in the fall.
Melissa Harris

    I will be going to London as part of the Great Cities London
program for a month during the summer.  I will be researching
teenage pregnancy programs here in Chicago as well as London.  I
plan to have a great time there and possibly travel to Paris and
Edinburgh.  Other than that, come August, I will be starting a whole
new chapter of my life with medical school here at UIC.
Pooja M. Jain

    I will be graduating this spring and just briefly, I�ll be going to
Pakistan over the summer, after which I will be attending UIC�s
College of Dentistry in the fall.
Harris Jatoi

    I am planning to attend graduate school in the field of manage-
ment information systems.
Houssam Kassem

    I will be graduating next month with a dual degree (BS in
Biological Sciences and BA in Economics).  Upon graduation, I will
be going to Europe to backpack for about 4 weeks. Some of the
destinations where I will explore include London, Paris, and Italy. I
will also be returning to Spain where I studied abroad last summer
to spend some time with my host family.  After I return, I will be
going skydiving! Next, I plan to spend some time on developing
New Life Volunteering Society chapters around the nation to get
more service building up everywhere.  Then, after getting myself
mentally prepared to embark on my journey through medical
school, I will be concluding my summer by spending a few weeks
in India with my family.  My grandfather will be taking me around to
all of the historic sites of India to enhance my cultural values.  And
finally, medical school begins ... fun fun fun!
Vijay Khiani

    In the fall I will be starting a chemistry graduate program at
Northwestern University, which will hopefully last about 4.5 years.
In July I am getting married and going to Hawaii on the honey-
moon.  For May and June I will work and finish wedding plans.  My
fiancé and I have also recently purchased a home and will spend
most of the summer working on that.
Jill Korte

    I am a Criminal Justice major and will be attending Tulane Law
School in New Orleans, Louisiana to pursue a JD degree in
International Law in the fall.  Until then I�ll just be spending my
summer relaxing before all the hard work begins.
Lorraine A. Lopez

    I finished school at UIC in December 2000.  I immediately began
working as a Group Home Instructor with children with autism.  I
love my job!  I plan to go graduate school in the fall of 2002.
Kate Mengler
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Honors Students� Post-Graduation Plans

    I�m gonna be drinkin� beers.
Kirk Merchant

    I will be finishing up work with the Nicaragua Solidarity Commit-
tee here in Chicago and moving to Ireland in September.  I will be
working for a while and traveling for the next year or so.
Jennifer Moore

    1. Go to Europe.  2. Find a job.  3. MS/MIS program.
I Wa Ng

    I will work as a Pharmacy Practice resident at the University of
Washington/Harborview Medical Center starting on July 2.
Siu Lam Ngai

    My college career at UIC has definitely flown by.  I can�t even
believe that graduation is around the corner! I plan on attending
Northwestern Medical School next August.  This summer, I want to
have the perfect combination of work and pleasure.  I�ll be working
at the Princeton Review teaching classes for either the MCAT or
SAT, and at Walgreens Pharmacy as a Pharmacy Technician.  I�ll
definitely need to save the money for medical school!  In addition, I
definitely want to relax before medical school begins.  While I�m
not taking a major vacation to Europe or anything of that sort, I
hope to take many small road trips with my college friends.
Monica (Mona) Oberoi

    I plan to attend John Marshall Law School in the fall and over
the summer I will be working full-time in the John Marshall Law
School Criminal Justice Clinic.  I participate in interviewing people
that are currently incarcerated in the Illinois Correctional Centers. I
review their cases and help with the writing of post-conviction
claims of innocence and clemency petitions.  The Clinic is handling
the �Apprendi� issue which is currently pending in front of the
Illinois State Supreme Court, and I often go to 26th and California
to file motions.  Most of our clients have been convicted of murder
in the first degree or various sexual assault charges. I am very
excited to be the assistant to the two attorneys�Ralph Ruebner
and Eileen T. Halpin; it will help me pursue my career in the legal
field.
Heather M. Orseske

     I�m graduating this May with a BA in German and a minor in
Spanish, and I�ve been accepted to a Teacher�s Assistantship
Program that is led by the Austrian American Educational Commis-
sion.  This means that for the 2001-2002 school year, I will be a TA
in Austria for students who are learning English. After that?  Still
haven�t figured that out!
Kristina Petrelis

    I am still formulating a plan � considering graduate school or
finding a job.
Jennifer Reich

    I  have an internship with Digital Lighthouse Consulting, and will
be hired full time; although I am still looking and having interviews
for other jobs.  I will go to Greece from June until August before I
start working full-time.   In addition, I will be getting my MBA with a
concentration in MIS at DePaul University part-time in the evening.
Demetra Samiotakis

    I can�t believe I�ll be graduating in just a couple of weeks! Even
though I do plan to go on to medical school, I�ll be taking a year off
to do some other things first. This summer I�ll be staying in Illinois,
just relaxing and working. I�ll be a coach for a children�s tennis
camp and will also be working as a physical therapy aide at the
Good Samaritan Hospital. After that, I�ll be going to Thailand for
three months with an organization called Global Service Corps. I�ll
be working on HIV/AIDS prevention education for half of the time
and will be shadowing a doctor in a rural clinic for the other half.
After that, I�ll be going to India for another three months to work
with a pediatrician who also conducts tropical medical research. I
can�t wait to learn through my experiences and have my eyes
opened to the world around me. Then, it�s back here to start
medical school in August 2002.
Anisha Shetty

    UIC MBA program.
James Stauber

    I will attend Jane Addams College of Social Work�s advanced
standing master�s degree program.  I will work as a teller at
Second Federal Savings for the summer while applying for a part-
time position at a social service agency until I graduate with my
master�s degree in social work next May (2002).
Lucia Suarez

    Currently, I am a substitute teacher at both Reavis and Lyons
Township high schools.  I am in the process of finding a fulltime
high school teaching position for the fall.  In fall of 2002, I plan to
attend graduate school to obtain a masters degree in theatre.
Kimberly Szczepaniak

    I have an MA TA-ship in Hispanic Studies at UIC.
Alejandra Viti

    I will be entering medial school at the UIC campus in the fall of
2001.  In the meantime, I just received my certification in Los
Angeles County as an Emergency Medical Technician and I am
currently seeking employment as one until my entrance to medical
school.
Eric Yang

The Honors College
would like to wish

all graduates the best
of luck in their
future endeavors!
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    Whenever it�s time to leave one experience and move on to another, one always
feels the need to reflect.  Sometimes it causes certain regrets to surface.  What if I
had done this differently or what if I had taken this course instead?  But, looking back
at my undergraduate years, I have to say that I have very few regrets.  Part of it has
to do with UIC itself, which has allowed me to flourish academically, but a large part
of it has to do with the beloved body we call the Honors College.  This article, I hope,
will function as a thank you to those affiliated with the Honors College, from faculty
and staff to students for giving me the opportunity to develop my persona.
    Of course the Honors College is known first and foremost for its academic ben-
efits.  If you wanted to pursue research, volunteer, or even learn more about a rather
obscure subject, the Honors College was the place to be.  I tried to take full advan-
tage of all of its resources.  Many people view the extra honors activity as a chore,
and to be truthful, initially, I did too.  But, looking back, I have to say that the classes
and seminars I took for my honors activities were probably the most interesting ones
that I have taken at UIC.  From my women�s studies class, I learned that I know far
less about the world than I thought I did.  From my Literature in Medicine seminar, I
learned that I could become a doctor and a writer at the same time. I had always
wanted to write when I was younger.  And, from my current seminar, The Near Death
Experience, I have suddenly realized that just because certain events may seem
paranormal, it doesn�t mean that they can�t be explained by science.  It�s an interest-
ing notion.
    Besides the seminars and classes there is, of course, my research.  It was through
the Honors College that I obtained my research position with Dr. Meena Rao.  My
belief is that Dr. Rao is the only one who could have made research as fun as it has
been for me, despite the frequent frustrations.  And I would never have found her or
the lab or the department without help from the Honors College.  So, I�ve obviously
proven why the Honors College has helped me academically, but it has played a
larger role in my school life socially.
    When I first came to UIC, being at such a large school and knowing so few people
was extremely intimidating. And I don�t get intimidated easily.  But, starting from the
very beginning, at our summer orientation, I realized that there were quite a few
perks to being an Honors College student.  I met people during my orientation with
whom I still keep in touch, and some have even become good friends.  If I didn�t
have this special Honors College orientation, if I didn�t immediately feel like a kindred
spirit among these people, I don�t know if the transition to college life would have
been as easy.  I certainly know that I would have probably gone home a lot more.
The social benefits of the Honors College didn�t stop there.  Due to the wonderful
invention in the residence halls known as the Honors Floor, I spent my second year
on a floor that was so cohesive that it was often distracting.  There is nothing more
frustrating than having to study for an exam when the entire floor is playing �Kemps�.
And I do mean the entire floor.
    Then, of course, we have the Honors College staff: Dean Kaba, Dean Lewis, Dean
Madia, Jennifer Kosco, Dean Zillmer, and Dean Williams.  As the HCAB vice-
president and the Ball chair, I came to call on the Honors College as my second
home.  And from spending so much time there, I realized that no matter what the
topic: school, Ball, research, even life, I could always just knock on any of their doors
and speak to them about it.  I think I did it to the point of annoyance, actually.  What
I�m trying to say with this rather long-winded paragraph is that without the Honors
College�s help, I don�t know if I would have been able to thrive socially.  Frankly, it�s
slightly sad leaving it.

Reflections on the Honors College
by Vidhya Viswanathan

    When your introductory chemistry
lecture has more students than your high
school�s graduating class, you know
you�re in a for a change.  I�ll admit I let
the overwhelming size of UIC�s student
body intimidate me at first.  But once I
realized I was a member of a much
smaller, much closer-knit group, I
realized just how lucky I was.
    I first knew that the Honors College
was a great place when I met my room-
mate at Orientation.  I will always re-
member first saying hi to her in the lobby
of the Honors College and breathing a
sigh of relief.  As residents of the Honors
Floor in Commons West, we have met
people that have made our first year at
college one to remember.  The helpful-
ness of the upperclassmen on the floor
and the friendly attitude of all of our
neighbors have really made UIC feel like
home.
    Being chosen as one of two HCAB
Freshman Representatives was an
exciting moment for me.  I knew I would
be working with people who wanted to
help Honors College students, and all
UIC students, feel at home.  Attending
socials was a great way to relax on
Friday afternoons, and the Honors Ball
was one of the most memorable nights
of my freshman year.  I will always
remember getting all dressed up with my
friends and dancing the night away.  Not
to mention the pride we all felt in donat-
ing the proceeds to St. Jude�s Children�s
Hospital.
    As I end my first year at UIC, I know
that I am in the presence of some
incredibly talented students and faculty.
And although the transition has been
challenging at times, I know that thanks
to the Honors College, I will come back
next year with a smile on my face and
confidence in my heart.

Surviving (and Thriving!)
Freshman Year

by Kunjali Padhya

(con�d. on page 10)

�Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take your eyes
off your goal.�
   Henry Ford
�Greatness comes to those who develop a burning desire to achieve
high goals.�
   Napoleon Hill
�Give the world the best you have, and the best will come back to you�
   Unknown

�Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.�
   Theodore Roosevelt
�Success has a simple formula: do your best, and people may like it.�
   Sam Ewing
�Knowledge itself is power.�
   Sir Francis Bacon
�Failure? I never encountered it. All I ever met were temporary setbacks.�
   Dottie Walters

Words to Inspire You Compiled by Anchal Sud
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What inspired you to apply for the Rhodes
Scholarship?
    �I was initially inspired by a few of the
faculty (Professor Neal Grossman, Beth
Powers, Dean Jeff Lewis) who encour-
aged me to apply.  I also realized that my

undergraduate exposure to philosophy has been so personally
rewarding that I wanted to further study its relevance to my
future career path: medicine.�

What was the most difficult part of the Rhodes Scholarship
process?
    �The most difficult part was the time crunch to complete the
application.  Three weeks before the application deadline, I
received an e-mail from Beth Powers who encouraged me to
apply.  I was so grateful that she called, but was hesitant
because applicants usually start the process 5 months before I
had started.   I scrambled to write an essay pertaining to my
life experiences, my ambitions, my values, and my proposal for
study.  I also had to get 8 recommendation letters.  In retro-
spect, I learned a lot in that time.  I forced myself to really
reflect on the value of my experiences and how they have
made me grow.  Plus, I realized that there is so much support
at UIC for students to pursue any of their scholarly endeavors,
thanks to the faculty who had written recommendations and
also those who had served on the practice interview commit-
tees.�

What professor, if any, inspired you the most? How?
    �I came to UIC unsure as to what major I wanted to pursue.
I thought about biology, psychology, and philosophy, so I took
classes in each discipline my freshman year.  After I  took
Professor Neal Grossman�s Honors class on Eastern Religions
and Mysticism, I decided that I wanted to be a philosophy
major.  I was in complete awe by the readings, the discussions,
and the subsequent understanding I gained about myself from
his class.  Professor Grossman structured his class in such a
way as to make the lessons pertain to life in general so a
student learns for the sake of self-knowledge and not for the
sake of memorization.  He was so personable and genuinely
interested in his students that he always wanted to hear what
we had to say.  I just feel that his classes have taught me a lot
about how to deal with people and what type of activities in my
life truly lead to contentment.  My perspective on religion and
academics is so much broader.  He instilled in me a greater
sense for the love of learning.   Since I enjoyed Professor
Grossman�s teaching style so much, I decided to take his
upper level Philosophy of Religion class, a Near Death Experi-
ence seminar, and a Modern Philosophy seminar on Spinoza.
Last but not least, several other students and I know that he
makes the best granola-chocolate chip-raisin-nut cookies!�

What would you like to study further?  Your career path?
    �I plan to go to medical school next year but am unsure
which school.  Depending on the school and the programs
offered in the humanities, I may pursue an independent study
of some sort pertaining to the one I proposed for the Rhodes
scholarship.  I am interested in various topics such as philoso-
phy of religion, philosophy of mind, and medical ethics.

For example, I proposed to study the pragmatic aspects of
spirituality: the efficacy of faith in the healing process as well
as its value to end-of-life care.  I am also interested in medical
ethics (euthanasia, informed consent and the doctor-patient
relationship, and research ethics) and in physical and mental
understandings of the mind (studying objective and subjective
notions of experiences such as pain and how this understand-
ing can improve the way medical treatment is delivered).�

 What are your favorite hobbies?
    �I love just about any sport.  I mostly run and play soccer but
I water sports or taking part in other outdoor recreational
activities.  I also like to travel, cook, and watch movies or
theatrical productions.�

What are your dreams and aspirations?
    �Ultimately, I want to bring the diverse and unique exposure
I�ve had academically and extra-curricularly to medicine.
Foremost, I want to be a physician and have considered
general surgery, oncology and immunology, and pediatrics as
attractive fields but will need more exposure in medical school
to be truly sure what will best suit me.  Beyond my immediate
profession, I hope to serve on a medical ethics board at a
major hospital or health organization or be a leader in improv-
ing quality of care issues (i.e. end-of life care, upholding
humanistic components of medicine).
    My goal as a clinician is to maintain the humanistic compo-
nent of medicine�the idealism that writer-physician William
Osler captured when he said, �We are here to add what we
can to life, not to get what we can from life.�  Managed care,
technology, and the co-modification of health care often
overshadow the quality of care and the ideal of treating people
as whole beings.  My wish, therefore, is to lead others to
uphold patients� rights of self-determination and autonomy, to
restore the doctor-patient relationship, and to examine broad-
scale ethical issues such as stem cell research and euthana-
sia.  To alleviate illness and also maximize comfort in health
care delivery, I intend to promulgate mental and spiritual
dimensions of people�s lives since they bear great relevance to
patients� recoveries.
    Beyond my immediate career goals, I would like to use my
medical expertise to serve the underprivileged in my own
community and abroad.  I sincerely admire physician family
friends who have dedicated their time and professional knowl-
edge internationally.  I consider them as role models for the
type of volunteer work I wish to pursue along with my career. �

What have you learned about yourself through your studies?
    �Volunteerism, coupled with my undergraduate studies in
philosophy, has provided me with greater self knowledge and
with versatile exposure to people.  I have developed empathy,
comfort in interaction, and a heightened appreciation of the
support to which I have had access in my own life.  Through
these activities, I have been able to examine how philosophi-
cal concepts aimed at leading a contended life have mani-
fested themselves.

Interview with Renuka Malik, Rhodes Scholar Finalist
by Stephen Hong

(cont�d on next page)
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    Various service efforts have rein-
forced that I can bridge the distance
with unfamiliar people and learn from
them as well.  Through my time spent
tutoring underprivileged Latino children
at Gads Hill Center of Chicago�s Pilsen
community, I encouraged them to open
up to me.  I not only discovered their
passions for karate and dancing but
also their joy in thanking me.  It is our
mutual affinity that has broken down
superficial interaction.
    When teaching adults skills for their
high school diploma equivalence
degrees, I have admired their displays
of humility, hope, and ambition despite
their setbacks with substance abuse.  I
have further understood how socio-
economic backgrounds, ethnicities,
and ages influence perspective.  While
serving meals at a homeless shelter, I
recognized my limitations when I could
not reverse an elderly man�s pessi-
mism.
    Nonetheless, I realized that in trying
to solve others� problems, I should
expend my full effort regardless of the
outcome.
It is through these experiences and my
academic reflection on them that I have
developed a lifelong commitment to
service.
    As a philosophy major at UIC, my
emphasis has been in philosophy of
religion.  I have found personal value in
the works of William James, Eastern
mystics, Spinoza, and Plato.  Hindu
philosophy has revealed the idea of
karma: the notion that a person should
act without expectation since the fruits
of one�s actions are often beyond one�s
control.  Spinoza has taught me about
equanimity, the control we ultimately
have over our own emotions, and how
reason compels us to live by the
Golden Rule.  Plato and Eastern
mystics have crystallized the virtue in
overcoming selfish desires with goals
directed toward the welfare of human-
ity.
    These lessons, applied to the gamut
of experiences I have had at shelters,
on the soccer field, or at the hospital,
have enabled me to experience shared
joy when others have been able to
uplift themselves.�

Renuka Malik

    This year was the first year that freshmen in the honors college were required
to enroll in a yearlong Honors College Core sequence of courses.  In the past,
freshmen could take any honors course each semester of their first year, giving
them a larger variety of courses to choose from.  This year, however, there was
only a set of approximately eight core classes from which the freshman could
select.  Among the four students interviewed for this article, there was a mixed
response to these classes.   In order to receive the most honest response pos-
sible, I have agreed to protect the anonymity of these freshmen by assigning
different names, if they requested.
    Our first freshman, Mark, is enrolled in �Eastern Mysticism.�  He remarked that
he was glad to have taken the class. He mentioned that he would have taken the
class even if it were not required because he is interested in the topic.  Nonethe-
less, Mark asserted that the tradition should be continued.  As he said, �It�s a
good way to meet people and get credit.�  He did find that the first semester�s
workload was tough and that he enjoyed the second semester of the course
better, but conceded that it could be due to his own personal interests.  Overall,
Mark felt the majority of the students enjoyed the class and he had no complaints
about the requirement that freshmen take these courses.
    Chris is a student in �The Epic Traditions:  Virgil and his Predecessors.�  He
exclaimed,�Both teachers are brilliant and phenomenal! Particularly Professor
Dickie!�  He found the experience to have been enriching and enjoyed the in-
depth analysis of the works.  Chris agreed with Mark that, in retrospect, he was
glad for the opportunity to have taken the class.  If it had not been required, he
admitted that he probably would never have enrolled the course and would not
have explored such a topic.  He found the class to be particularly interesting and
challenging due to having such talented professors who were knowledgeable in
their subjects.  His only suggestion would be that for the sake of students not as
fortunate as himself to have found such a rewarding class, there should be the
option of changing their choice of course for the second semester.  Another
student from the class, Dan, thought that the required honors core classes were a
good idea and he appreciated the variety of classes offered by the Honors Col-
lege particularly for this purpose.
    The last student interviewed is Marcus Brown (his name has not been
changed).  Marcus is in the �World Religions� class.  He found that, although the
amount of required reading was a little overwhelming, he learned a lot in the
class.  He also appreciated the fact that his teacher was very helpful.  Marcus
mentioned that his teacher, Dr. Schelbert, takes extra time and effort to explain
individually to students the subject material.  In fact, Marcus has found Dr.
Schelbert to be the best teacher he has had so far at the university. Nonetheless,
Marcus� one complaint is that he hated the fact that he was required to choose
from among the courses offered.  He would have preferred the freedom to take
whatever class he desired or to pick some other activity for his honors require-
ment.
    Overall, it seems that the response to this year�s courses (at least the ones
mentioned) has been positive.  The students didn�t have any major complaints
and found the experience to be surprisingly enjoyable.  The general consensus
seems to be in favor of maintaining the requirement for incoming freshmen.

Required Honors Core Courses: A Success?

by Julie Sadhu

(cont�d. from previous page)
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    You get assigned one at the end of your
freshman year.  You have no clue who this
professor is. All he or she has to do is to sign
that agreement form sometime during the first
three weeks of the semester, and it�s �Well,
see you next semester.� I mean, do you even
know whom I�m talking about??
    Yes, I�m talking about your Honors College
Fellow. Your fellow is the one that serves as
an advisor or even a mentor.  He or she may
serve as one of your most valuable resources at UIC, given
the fact that your fellow is a faculty member in your major field.
For example, your fellow may have great ideas for possible
research projects, career possibilities, and graduate study
opportunities.  I know mine did. Last year I was looking for a
more enriching honors activity, and he suggested that I com-
plete a research project under the direction of one of his co-
workers. It turned out to be one of the most rewarding experi-
ences that I have experienced in college.
    Recently, I got the chance to actually sit down and talk to my
fellow about what he does instead of him asking me what I�m
up to these days.  Dr. Timothy Murphy is a professor of phi-
losophy in biomedical science in the College of Medicine, in
Medical Education. He actually is the head of the Medical
Humanities Program (MHP) in the College of Medicine.  The
MHP is an interdisciplinary group of professors who help
describe and interpret the theory and practice of medicine by
utilizing their backgrounds in communication, ethics, history,
literature, and philosophy.  Medical students experience this
program when they take short courses on topics such as ethics
of research or communication across cultures, or even alterna-
tive medical therapies.  Also, the MHP is responsible for the
annual endowed Begando lecture, bringing an eminent scholar
each year to campus to speak on a timely medical issue such
as AIDS, abortion, or the future of medicine.
    When Dr. Murphy is not directing the MHP, he teaches in the
medical school.  Among his responsibilities is the Essentials of
Clinical Medicine course, a course that a medical student
takes in the first two years of the undergraduate curriculum.
This course covers topics such as ethics and preventive
medicine.  He also leads discussion on ethics with M3 students
during their medical rotation.
    Aside from Dr. Murphy�s academic responsibilities to the
College of Medicine, Dr. Murphy also conducts research. His
primary interests are in the areas of genetics, reproductive
technologies, research ethics, and sexuality and medicine.
These interests are widely reflected among the many articles
he has published.  To add to his multitude of tasks, Dr. Murphy
currently is working on making recommendations regarding a
multi-disciplinary Master�s degree in women�s health.
    That whole caseload of responsibilities doesn�t deter him as
serving as an Honors Fellow.  As a fellow, he gets the chance
to interact with undergraduates that he usually never meets
unless they attend medical school.  It gives him a chance to
see what undergraduates are doing these days.  In return, his
students get a unique chance to see a great professor at work.

Focus on a Fellow:
Dr. Timothy Murphy

Dr. Murphy

by Cherie Siu     Even though the weather isn�t really showing it much yet,
the summer is coming up faster than I can lose a round of
chess to Jeff Meier!   As I ask around, I�m finding out that
almost everyone has already made his or her plans for the
summer.  Some are off to Texas in order to learn the wonderful
intricacies of surgery, others are touring Europe and various
other countries, and still others will just be kickin� it with their
friends around town.  There are always those gunners out
there trying to pack in another class during summer school
session who are dying to graduate or have an easier semester
later.  And yes, there are even some masochists who actually
enjoy summer school!
    But no matter what, everyone is eager for these final weeks
of the spring semester to be over and get on to the next phase.
And what about my plans for the summer?  I�ll be hanging out
right here at UIC.  Why?  Orientation, of course!
    As the Student Director of UIC�s Summer Orientation pro-
gram, I realize that Orientation is our chance to make a good
first impression on the new students coming into the world of
UIC.  Not only do we help them register and get all their
logistics of coming here in order, we also help try to make their
transition a little easier by introducing them to people and
letting them know that someone does care.  It�s a mandatory
part of coming to UIC for freshman but more importantly, it
helps the students feel ready for that first day of their college
years.  And for those of you who disappeared during your own
Orientation (you know who you are!), you�ll probably make it to
graduation without a hitch, but I guarantee you missed a few
things that were fun.
    Can you still remember it? That first day you saw where you
would be spending the next few years of your life?  That first
class you stepped into and on this completely foreign campus
wondering,  �Just how tough will it be?�  Even now, there are
4500 little high school seniors everywhere dying to get a taste
of the college life and take in all the pleasures that it has to
offer.  Whether their love is for knowledge, organizations, or
parties, 4500 people are now on their paths to find what�s right
for them.
    So, I ask you to think back to that first week of your fresh-
man year or the first time you stepped onto this campus.  Were
you ever scared or confused?  How nice would it have been if
someone had said �Hi.  My name is so-and-so.  I�ve never
seen you around and just wondered if you need help with
anything?�  While the Student Orientation Leaders do the best
they can to help out new students, I�m asking for your help,
too.  Sometimes the campus seems intimidating and less than
friendly.  Whether you�re a commuter or resident, Lounge
Lizard or not, when you see those huge groups of freshman
and their awestruck faces walking around campus, take a
moment to welcome them and make a few new friends.  Make
someone feel a little more comfortable; take a freshman under
your wing and help make his or her life a bit easier.  You might
just make a friend for life. Even if you don�t, I guarantee you
won�t regret it.  Just remember what Aesop said: �No act of
kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.�

We Were All Freshmen Once!
by Derrick Tung
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    It�s that time of year of again. Classes
are almost done and most of you are
thinking about the beach, getting a tan,
and meeting old friends. A few, though,
have decided to continue their academic
endeavors.  I know what you are think-
ing: school in the summer!?  I happen to
be one of those who have decided to
take a few classes during the summer
session.  From May 29th through July
20th many UIC students will join me as
we bear the summer sun from inside a
classroom window to get those few
needed credit hours.
    I surveyed the opinions of many of this
year�s freshmen that intend to take
summer school. For instance, first-year
student Sonia Krishnan commented,
�Me like vacation.  No like classes.�
Others, though, were very excited at the
prospect of continuing their education.
Caroline Anime Nguyen expressed her
positive view of summer school when
she said, �YEAH DOG, summer school!�
    Really folks, I believe summer school
is great idea.  A lot of times, people
don�t have time to take certain classes
during the academic year.  If you are
overloaded during the fall and spring
semester, the summer is a chance for
you to finish up your requirements in a
more relaxed atmosphere. Many would
also like to graduate early and this can
only be accomplished through classes in
the summer.  Classes, though, will be
more intense because of the time factor.
A regular semester course will be
finished in a two-month period.  Another
aspect to consider when contemplating
the possibility of summer classes
is the course selection.  Only selected
courses are available for all of the
majors.  If you are thinking about taking
a summer course, it�s not too late.
Classes are still available.  See you May
29th!
    The names associated with this article
are completely arbitrary (or so say
Sonia and Caroline).  Sonia Krishnan
would just like to let her teachers know
that she is actually extremely ecstatic at
the idea of enrolling in their summer
courses.  Carol Nguyen stands by her
original opinion.

Summer School
by Shifali Arora and Sonia Krishnan

    Finally, the students of the Honors College.  I am not going to recount their stellar
qualities, though there are many.  I�m merely going to leave them a message.
Perhaps the greatest gift humans possess is the ability to think, to deduce, to investi-
gate, and to learn, not just about a certain subject, but about yourself.  I said earlier
that I am leaving here with very few regrets.  That�s true.  But I do have one main
one.  I wish that I�d learned more from the people around me, and I wish that I had
taken the time to truly know them.  It is true that college is a time for school and
learning, but one thing that I have learned, something that the Honors College has
taught me, is that learning in school is not as important as learning in life.  The only
way to learn in life, I believe, is through one another.  The great thing about humans
is that we�ve developed a profound ability to communicate.  Let�s use it.
    I have to admit that I hate goodbyes.  They occur too frequently and sadden us too
much.  So, rather than doing that, I�ll just use my French skills and say Au revoir
(�See you again� �literally!)  For all of the people I have ever met at UIC and the
Honors College, thank you for a great time!

Reflections
(cont�d. from page 6)

    While everyone reminisces about the past years of college, I�ll remember them
fondly and move on.  Before I head off to medical school in August, I am going to
enjoy every bit of my summer, and hopefully be somewhat productive too!
    It�s been my dream ever since I was two, or thereabouts to travel Europe the
continent over.  And finally, that dream is coming true.  With a little bit of research, I
found a program that caters to �young� people, as my mother likes to put it.  Contiki
Tours caters to people ages 18 through 35, and has a variety of tours that they
organize. and all the client has to do is put up the reasonable amount of money.  The
tours range Not wanting to die of exhaustion, I opted for a 39 day tour that will take
me everywhere from London to Greece.  And for those of you graduating early and
leaving many of your friends behind, about half of the people that go on these tours
are single travelers.  If you want more information, you can go to the website,
www.contiki.com, or head to your local travel agency.
    Well, as if five and half weeks in Europe were not enough for me, I started looking
for other things to do during the summer.  My mother suggested something produc-
tive. But it�s not going to be ENTIRELY productive.  For another six weeks of my
summer, I will be heading to Seoul, Korea to finally learn how to speak the language
and absorb some culture.  Yonsei University, an extremely prestigious university,
offers various language programs to foreign students.  One can be completely
ignorant about the language (something I come close to) or be relatively fluent to be
in the program, because they offer six different skill levels.  Classes take up the
entire morning, and after one o�clock, students free to explore the streets of Shin
ch�on, the area around the campus.  If you are looking for more information, the
website for the program is http://www.yonsei.ac.kr/ilre/kli/en/reg_spe.htm.
    I am heading to the other side of the world and will be back just in time for medical
school to start.  So good luck to all of you, whether you are staying here at the
university or moving on towards graduate school or careers.

To the Other Side of the World and Back!
by Cherie Ryoo

A few of the many places
I�ll be visiting this summer!


